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Natural ventilation in pig housing
The most important points for south Germany

The more financial pressure and the de-
mands of animal and environmental

protection increase, the greater the number
of farmers seeking alternatives to conventio-
nal production and marketing of pig meat.
The result is increasing interest in naturally-
ventilated housing.

Total cost calculations show definite ad-
vantages of from 6 to 12% for naturally-ven-
tilated housing in pig feeding units compa-
red with conventional insulated housing with
fully slatted flooring. The higher costs of the
straw-dung system and of the labour requi-
rements (6 to 15 working minutes per fee-
ding place and year) are more than balanced
by a lower investment and energy require-
ments [3, 8].

Large air openings allow for a high air vo-
lume flow which transports dust as carriers
of fungi and germs, as well as polluting ga-
ses, out of the building so that low concen-
trations of these result thus reducing asso-
ciated stress for livestock as well as humans.
Because of bad air quality, the incidence of
respiratory diseases of pigs as well as far-
mers has increased strongly in the last years
[1, 10].

The welfare-oriented housing environ-
ment for livestock, with separate function
and climate areas, supports health and per-
formance potential with pigs. Comparisons
of naturally-ventilated and other systems
thus show similar, or higher, feeding perfor-
mances in housing systems with physically-
separated microclimate areas such as with
climate boxes and sloping floors [2,6].

With regard to emissions, first results in-
dicate clearly lower ammonia and methane
values in the winter months and emissions
comparable to conventional housing in the
summer half year. Important with natural
ventilation are the lower in-house temperatu-
res which also play a role in smell intensity.
On top of this, even before they leave the
building odour-flows become strongly-dilu-
ted through the high volume air currents. Be-
cause of the diffuse emission sources pre-
sent, higher odour concentrations and influ-
ence can be expected in the vicinity of the
buildings, but lower concentration and influ-
ence from 50 m distance and more.

These positive characteristics of naturally-

ventilated housing are affected by the sub-
stantial variations in practice, especially in
the design and operation of the buildings,
which can lead to the positive aspects sho-
wing little affect. Very many factors have to
be considered in the building and the opera-
tion of naturally-ventilated feeding pig hou-
sing.

Production systems

The existing production systems described
as naturally-ventilated are varied and many.
What system is most suitable is decided by
the farm situation.

Strawless systems first come into their
own when the size of the business increases
and the labour capacity starts to reach its li-
mits. For specialised piglet rearing, flat beds
with under-floor heating or heated false cei-
lings for loafing areas have proved success-
ful for group housing systems and will also
continue to be very suitable. In feeding and
breeding pig production, box pens offer ad-
vantages where the pigs are housed in small
to medium groups [4, 7] . For those who put
less importance in good weather protection
for the workforce, verandah systems achieve
good feeding results too. These feature deta-
ched huts with slatted outside runs as used
with growers.

The mostly too limited opportunities for
preoccupation on the part of the pigs in 
strawless pens is just as problematical in a
naturally-ventilated housing system as a
conventional one. Systems with limited
straw bedding are, therefore, better and also
suitable for gaining a better price in the sy-
stem of direct selling to butchers which is
widespread is south Germany. Additionally,
the investment requirement is lower by from
150 to 250 DM per feeding pig place.
Among the available variations, the sloping
floor system for feeding and breeding pigs is
favoured especially for larger animal num-
bers because the system can be readily me-
chanised dunging removal and has a relati-
vely limited straw requirement. On the other
hand, deep straw bedding is less advisable
because of its high straw requirement and the
associated risk of just once landing with a
harvesting of bad straw quality (fungus pro-

Insulated housing with fully-slatted
flooring is above all recognised as
standard in feeding pig units with
over 80% of buildings thus equip-
ped. Naturally-ventilated housing
supports the requirements for redu-
ced investment and energy input
whilst still offering a healthy and
welfare-oriented environment for
livestock through various function
and climate zones as well more pen
room. Because of this, the system
finds increasing acceptance by far-
mers as well as by consumers of
pork.
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blems). From the point of view of livestock
too, a manure layer can give a too-warm
„mattress’’ on which to lie in spring, summer
and autumn and this can be very stressful for
the animals if no alternative area is on hand
[9]. This can be seen from reduced perfor-
mance and behavioural changes.

Siting of the housing

The least planning and building permission
problems can be expected when the develop-
ment is to be outside of a built-up area. 
There, in general, are also the best air flows
to be found. In special sites such as those
with wind canal effects in valleys or on the
edges of woodland the topographical factors
have to be especially taken account of. A mi-
nimum distance of 20 to 25 m must be ob-
served as a distance to the nearest buildings
or closely planted trees. One longitudinal 
side should be built across the prevailing
wind direction.

In that mechanical ventilation or heating is
not required, the energy requirement is low
and the running of the housing possible
without connection to the mains electricity
supply. Thus, a building away from housing
areas but still without high connection char-
ges is possible. In this way only around 5 to
20% of the energy used in conventional li-
vestock housing is required.

Building design

The ventilation of the naturally-ventilated
building takes place mainly at right angles to
its axis. For this reason the width of the 
house should not normally be over 15 m. For
the avoidance of trapped heat, the eaves
height should be at least 3 m. With strawless
housing systems with slurry canals free-
standing interior design with a width from
12 to 13 m should be sufficient. Steel frames
or square timber bonded constructions are
equally suitable. Roundwood constructions
can be used too, when enough experience in
the process is available. Interior supports
must then be fitted as part of the groundplan.
Free-standing roofs make a later change of
building use much more simple. Using wood
offers a good possibility of utilising own-
inputs in the form of material and working 
time. This possibility is gladly taken advan-
tage of, especially in south German.

The air exchange is mainly governed by
the wind. For this reason large openings in
the side walls are necessary, so that suffi-
cient air exchange is always allowed for.
Their design depends on the siting, the live-
stock husbandry system and the methods by
which the microclimate zone is achieved.
Diaphragm wall lining, windbreak nets and
perforated plastic sheeting can be used.

With good microclimate zones, the roof
doesn’t require to be insulated. The high air-
flow rates allow a quick equalisation of tem-
peratures within the housing. The roofing
(roof tiles, concrete tiles, corrugated cement
fibre sheets) are used according to the local
availablities. The roof slope should be at
least 23°. The ridge can be part of the venti-
lation scheme as an open ridge. Proving it-
self as best has a saw toothed roof with ope-
ning on the lee side. The 30 to 60 cm high
opening should be covered with a closable
folding screen or a windbreak net.

Pen planning and management

The design of the functional area within the
pens for rearing, feeding and breeding pigs
is according to the livestock requirements.
Envisaged for protection against low tempe-
ratures are insulated boxes or similar buil-
ding components. Even in winter with low
temperatures (-5 to -10 °C), even just two
hours after introducing piglets to an empty
stall , 15 to 20 °C can be reached in the
microclimate zones. 

Climate control in summer is more pro-
blematical. With interior temperatures of
25°C, the pigs keep the heat in their loafing
area microclimate at around the same level
through their more or less long occupation of
these zones. If the house temperature rises
even further, the heat in the microclimate zo-
nes increases too and this leads to their oc-
cupation rates being reduced, especially
where ventilation is bad. In turn, this causes
the role of function areas to alter. Here, other
factors as well as temperature (stocking rate,
age, sex, enterprise management) have an in-
fluence. The channelling of air and fitting of
showers for the pigs can be applied in this
context for active control of animal beha-
viour within the housing.

For technical reasons, naturally-ventilated
housing should only be subdivided in certain
situations , and this means that, for hygiene
reasons, all-in all-out systems can only apply
on a whole-building basis. For continuous-
throughput systems in feeding houses, there
are therefore limited possibilities for clea-

ning and disinfecting. To these difficulties
can be added the impossibility of wet clea-
ning during below zero temperatures and the
fact that disinfectants are less effective in
low temperature conditions.
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Fig. 1: Strawless naturally-ventilated housing of square timber bonded construction (Landtechnik
Weihenstephan construction programme)


